
Please have look through the 

PowerPoint for lots of ideas for 

fun science activities you can 

do at home with your children. 

Each task has 2 slides, 1 to tell 

you what to do and a second 

with some additional scientific 

information and or questions.



Rainbow 

Magic



The Science



Magic Arrow



The Science



Plastic Milk



The Science



Volcano 

Lemon



The Science



Ice Rescue



Science Talk

• What happens when you our a little bit of warm 

water onto the ice?

• What happens if you put salt on it?

• What do you think would be the fastest way to 

rescue your toy?

• What could we do to find out which is the fastest 

way?

• Are bigger toys easier to rescue than smaller toys?



Melting Ice



The Science



Leaf Detective

How many of these native 

tree leaves can you find on 

your daily walk or in your 

garden?

Tick them off, draw them, 

or collect fallen leaves as 

you go.



Science Talk

• What is the same/different about the leaves you 

have found?

• Can you sort them into different groups?

• What do you notice about the structure of each 

leaf, why do you think that is?



Sink the Foil Boat

3. Now fold up the sides to make a 

simple boat shape.

Float your boat in some water 

and begin adding the 

marbles.

Keep Going until your boat 

sinks, record how many 

marbles it took to sink your 

boat.



Science Talk



Pepper and Surface Tension



The Science



Make your own Compass

Rub the needle 50 times, in one 

direction, against a magnet. This 

could be your fridge door 

magnetic strip,

Place the needle on a cork or anything else 

that will float. Then float it in your water.

The needle should face true 

north!



The Science



Make a Water Filter

Make a cup of dirty 

water.
Cut the bottom third 

off each bottle.

Tie the stocking or 

cloth onto the bottle 

neck.

In one bottle add sand 

then gravel. In the 

other add gravel then 

sand

With the bottles upside down in the 2 

empty cups, pour dirty water into 

each. Which will filter the best? 



The science



Can Sound Move Objects

1

3

2

4  
Turn on some loud music  and watch what happens to the rice!



The Science



Flower Dissection You will need:

A flower

Some small scissors

Find a flower that is is OK to 

pick (ask a grown up)

Gently pull apart all the 

different parts – you may 

need scissors

Lay them out on a piece of 

paper.

Can you label them and do 

you know what they are for?



Science Talk

• Do all flowers have exactly the same parts?

• Can you explain the life cycle of a flower?

• Why are flowers so important for our environment?

• Is it just bees that pollinate flowers?


